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Abstract
We describe the semi-automated compilation of the bilingual Estonian–Finnish online
dictionary. The compilation process involves different stages: (a) reusing and combining data
from two different databases: the monolingual general dictionary of Estonian and the opposite
bilingual dictionary (Finnish–Estonian); (b) adjusting the compilation of the entries against
time; (c) bilingualizing the monolingual dictionary; (d) deciding about the directionality of the
dictionary; (e) searching ways for presenting typical/good L2 usage examples for both languages;
(f) achieving the understanding about the necessity of linking of different lexical resources. The
lexicographers’ tasks are to edit the translation equivalent candidates (selecting and reordering)
and to decide whether or not to translate the existing usage examples, i.e. is the translation
justified for being too difficult for the user. The project started in 2016 and will last for 18
months due to the unpostponable date: the dictionary is meant to celebrate the 100th
anniversary of both states (Finland in December 2017, Estonia in February 2018).
Keywords: bilingual lexicography; corpus linguistics; usage examples; GDEX; Estonian;
Finnish

1. Background
The idea of compiling the new Estonian–Finnish dictionary is about 15 years old: it first
arose in 2003, after the successful publication of the voluminous Finnish–Estonian
dictionary, a project which benefitted from necessary and sufficient financing, adequate
time (5 years) and staff (7 lexicographers), and effective management. The dictionary
was printed in two 1000-page volumes.
Times tend to change: it was not immediately financially possible to start the vice versa
dictionary and the ‘electronic’ manuscript (text file with XML-like mark-up) was filed
away. Then, in late 2015, times changed once more, this time for the better. Finland
and Estonia, both approaching their 100th anniversaries of the state (Finland in
December 2017, Estonia in February 2018), decided to jointly celebrate their
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anniversaries by offering each other, as a gift, two dictionaries: the Finnish–Estonian
dictionary (2003) will be made available for free on the web in 2017, and the new and
long-awaited Estonian–Finnish dictionary will be compiled and published electronically
in February 2018.
The project was initiated in 2016, the agreement of the joint project was signed by the
Institute for the Languages of Finland (Helsinki) and the Institute of the Estonian
Language (Tallinn) in June 2016, leaving 18 months for the partners to achieve their
mission.

2. Generation of the EST-FIN database
The database for the Estonian–Finnish Dictionary (henceforth EST-FIN) was generated
combining two databases: the source language part was formed from the database of the
monolingual general Dictionary of Estonian (ESTDic, to appear in 2018/2019), and the
target language part from the database of the Finnish–Estonian dictionary (2003, 2 vols,
90,000 lemmas; henceforth FIN-EST). The EST-FIN database was created in August
2016 with a list of 80,000 lemmas. Since the Dictionary of Estonian is an ongoing
project, we only managed to operate with four-fifths of the complete manuscript (ca
100,000 lemmas). The remaining fifth will be added to the database in June 2017 (after
finishing the compilation of ESTDic) following the same principles.
The database structure of the monolingual dictionary was transformed into the
structure of the bilingual database thus: we added the elements for the target language
information (Finnish translations, grammatical information, e.g. government etc.).
Specific tuple- or triple-groups of adverbs and adverbial phrases denoting state, place,
direction etc. (functioning in 2-3 internal/external local cases only) were divided into
separate entries due to different translation equivalents in the target language.
(Technicalities have the bad habit of lasting forever...)
Reversing a bilingual dictionary has already been described in numerous papers (e.g.
Maks, 2007; Viks, 2008). However, the otherwise trivial process of extracting lemmatranslation pairs, reversing them and re-sorting according to the position of the
translation in the article, had some unexpected hurdles.
The FIN-EST, as a typical paper dictionary, used tilde as a replacement for the nonvariable start of the lemma (see example a). Restoring full-blown textual representation
required, in rare cases, manual editing. Variable parts in Estonian phrases were
recursively split into primitives: thus, the pair FIN aavistuksen verran suolaa (‘pinch of
salt’)–EST raasuke (natuke, sipake) soola resulted in three potential pairs (example b).
(a) FIN loik|ata (‘to hop’) – FIN hän ~kasi ojan yli, … FIN ~ata vihollisen puolelle
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→ FIN hän loikkasi ojan yli, FIN loikata vihollisen puolelle
(b) FIN aavistuksen verran suolaa (‘pinch of salt’) – EST raasuke (natuke, sipake) soola
→ FIN aavistuksen verran suolaa – EST raasuke soola
→ FIN aavistuksen verran suolaa – EST natuke soola
→ FIN aavistuksen verran suolaa – EST sipake soola

Estonian morphology subtly differs from Finnish in the usage of verb infinitive forms.
The dictionary tradition in Estonian is to present verb lemmas in ma-infinitive, whereas
the common da-infinitive is well understood by speakers of both languages and used for
Estonian translations in the FIN-EST database. However, the EST-FIN database has
lemmas in ma-infinitive and the reversing process had to make use of a morphological
analyser for non-phrasal translations. Analysing phrases and collocations was not
attempted for several reasons. The bulk of all pairs consist of nouns and noun
collocations; verbs are relatively few. Also, many of the phrases would not be used, as
they are constructed Estonian translations and not typically used as lemmas, e.g.
Finnish lautailla (‘to surf’)–Estonian rulaga sõita, lainelauaga sõita, lumelauaga sõita.
Applying morphological analysis to simple collocations without much context would also
have produced many meaningless candidates. As the task at hand was not to compile a
reverse dictionary, but rather to save as much time as possible by keeping routine tasks
to a minimum, usage examples containing verb forms were ignored.
Extracting all translation pairs from the FIN-EST database (90,000 lemmas) resulted in
330,000 pairs, which could be inserted into pre-defined slots in the EST-FIN template. If
the template Estonian dictionary entry had the same phrase that was used as
translation, the corresponding Finnish phrase was filled in. This worked well for
colloquialisms like EST tere hommikust (‘good morning’)–FIN [hyvää] huomenta. Most
of the phrases (i.e. anything consisting of two or more words) still went unused. Where
the EST-FIN database had a matching lemma, all the found Finnish counterparts were
added as candidates for the translation equivalents under the first sense subdivision of
the first homonym. The best unused candidates (ca. 40,000 words in Estonian) were
used to form a complementary dictionary volume with skeleton articles filled in. These
data will be used to grow the main dictionary in the future.
Instead of trying to guess the most appropriate homonym and sense from the limited
data from the FIN-EST database, a second tool was provided as a first step in compiling
the reversed dictionary. Our dictionary management system EELex does not support
drag-and-drop editing, and voluminous dictionary entries require scrolling and copypaste functions when one wants to move part of an entry to another position. To quickly
delete, reorder and relocate generated Finnish translation candidates, we made a special
tool that only displays enough information in the dictionary entry to indicate if, and
under what sense, any of the translations belong (Figure 1). It only lists articles with
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several senses (to move) and/or several provided translations (to reorder) and keeps
track of finished articles. Essentially it still is just an alternative user interface alongside
EELex, giving the opportunity to simultaneously do other tasks the traditional way
while automating the tedious task of distributing the translation candidates between
senses.

Figure 1: Drag-and-drop editing tool as an alternative user interface alongside EELex

3. The compilation of the dictionary
Due to the lack of time—the unpostponable date of the 100th anniversaries—we have to
impose on using automated lexicography as effectively as possible. At the same time, we
are trying not to brush aside the substantial principles of dictionary-making.
3.1 Automatically-compiled entries
First, we tried to estimate how many entries might be ‘ready’ from the very beginning.
Inspection of the initial EST-FIN database (80,000 entries) gave us a preliminary
picture (Figure 2). Estonian is a predominantly agglutinative language, which, when
creating new senses, mostly makes use of morphologic derivation. Polysemy applies to
about every tenth Estonian word (Langemets, 2010: 269). Roughly the same is true of
Finnish, which belongs to the same group of Uralic languages. The total entries with a
single meaning in the EST-FIN database is 73,000. The ‘ready’-quality was assumed for
the simplest words only, i.e. words with a single meaning, preferably with no subsenses,
and with no more than three translation equivalents or examples to be translated. There
were 14,389 such ‘ready’ entries in the EST-FIN database (Figure 2), incudingl 9,784
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with one translation equivalent (e.g. EST hambapasta ‘toothpaste’, EST kuupmeeter
‘cubic meter’); 3,053 with two equivalents (e.g. EST sisepoliitika ‘home affairs’); and 902
with three equivalents (e.g. EST hormoon ‘hormone’ (see Figure 4), EST ajaleht
‘newspaper’).
The remaining part comprising entries with a single meaning (58,611) still needs further
editing: the lexicographer’s task is to select the proper equivalents, and select, edit and
translate the examples. The most curious case is 69 (!) equivalents for the EST pritsima
‘to splash’ in the initial EST-FIN database. More than half of the entries (41,475)
received no translation equivalents at all when reversing the database (e.g. EST
digitelevisioon ‘digital TV’, EST grammatikareegel ‘grammar rule’, EST alatähtsustama
‘understate’).

EST-FIN 80,000 entries

7,000 ’not ready’
entries
(1+ senses)
73,000 entries
(1 sense)
41,475 ‘not ready’ entries
(no translation equivalents,
1 sense or 1+ senses)

58,611 ’not ready’ entries
(1 sense, 3+ translation
equivalents)

14,389 ’ready’ entries

Figure 2: The initial EST-FIN database: automatically completed ‘ready’ entries vs. ‘not ready’
entries

Secondly, we have refined the initial 80,000-lemma list by acquiring frequency
information from a corpus (5 frequency groups for approx. 50,000 top frequent lemmas).
The lexicographers edit the articles along those groups starting with the most frequent
words, i.e. the 5,000 lemmas of the Basic Dictionary of Estonian (2014).
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The lexicographers’ main tasks are to edit the translation equivalent candidates
(selecting and reordering) or to find the candidates, if missing, and decide whether or
not to translate the existing usage examples, i.e. whether the translation is justified for
being too difficult for the user.
3.2 Bilingualizing the monolingual dictionary
Since the source language part of the EST-FIN database comes from the monolingual
dictionary, the usual drawbacks of the bilingual dictionary (e.g. insufficient sense
discrimination, lack of example sentences, to begin with, mentioned in AdamskaSalaciak & Kernerman, 2016: 276) should be avoided. Unfortunately, drawbacks of
another type remain.
The monolingual dictionary of Estonian is not aimed at learners but at native speakers
of Estonian. The dictionary describes current Estonian and focuses on sense
discrimination. It is being compiled using etTenTen corpus and the Sketch Engine tool
(Kilgarriff et al., 2004). The examples are meant to illustrate the senses, they are real as
well as natural in Estonian, but in many cases, are definitely not good examples for
learners. For another, the Estonian Collocations Dictionary (ECD, to appear in 2018,
see Kallas et al., 2015) grammatical constructions (collocations) have been extracted
from the corpus. Since the ECD work is in progress, the database is inadequate so far
and not usable for the EST-FIN database.
There are 95,000 usage examples in the EST-FIN database. The average number of
examples per entry is 1.1. Around half of the entries have no examples in the database.
We are aware from the previous studies (Frankenberg-Garcia 2012, 2014, quoted in Lew,
2015: 5) that users find three examples per sense significantly more helpful than just a
single example. The problems remain: how could we manage to translate all necessary
examples? How could we obtain enough examples for all the entries? How might we
obtain good examples for the bilingual dictionary?
Bilingualizing the dictionary involves bilingualizing the metalanguage (domain and style
labels, grammatical information etc.) as well as—to some extent—the explanations.
Bilingualizing explanation means first and foremost simplifying the definitions: the
definitions in a monolingual dictionary are usually much longer and more complex than
in a bilingual dictionary. We have decided to preserve the semantic structure of the
treatment of the source language, but for better understanding of Estonian (as L2) we
have shortened many definitions into glosses.
3.3 Directionality of the dictionary
Traditionally all (paper) dictionaries have been compiled to fulfil the needs of all
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conceivable users trying to solve several different tasks. A good bilingual dictionary
should enable both understanding L2 and producing L2, though the most important
task seems to be the latter—an opinion supported by many researchers (see AdamskaSalaciak & Kernerman 2016). The best dictionary would be ‘addressed specifically to
the native speakers of one of its two object languages’ (Adamska-Salaciak & Kernerman,
2016). The dictionary should somehow selectively separate information for different
purposes, i.e. it should be monodirectional.
For Estonian users, the EST-FIN dictionary functions as a L1–L2 dictionary, helping L1
users to talk about specific phenomena of his/her own culture. There are several
concepts (senses) that are not lexicalized in L2 (e.g. EST akadeemiline tund (‘(in the
universities:) 45 mins’), EST präänik (‘a thick soft spicy biscuit’)).
For Finnish users, the EST-FIN dictionary functions as the receptive L2–L1 dictionary,
helping to render the L2 meanings.
For production of L2 (Estonian or Finnish), it should contain first and foremost
collocational information as well as good examples.
Modes of provision of semantic information. In the EST-FIN database, the
semantic information explaining the lexical items of the source language is placed into
definitions (EST, rarely FIN), equivalents (FIN) and examples (EST, rarely FIN).
Estonian seems to dominate over Finnish (Figure 3, Finnish underlined) in the entries
for single words (EST aadress ‘address’) but the phrasal verbs and idioms (EST käsi
peseb kätt ‘one hand washes another’) are as carefully explained in Finnish as in
Estonian. There are about 6,000 multiword units in the EST-FIN database and as part
of the headword list they are treated likewise.
aadress ‘address’ ‹s›
isiku elupaiga või asutuse asukoha andmed
osoite
◦ kodune aadress kotiosoite

▪ (arvutivõrgus)
www-osoite, osoite
◦ kodulehekülje aadress kotisivun osoite

▪ [kellegi] aadressil
kellegi kohta või pihta
[jotakin] kohtaan, [johonkin] liittyen, osoitettuna [jollekin]
◦ kriitika valitsuse aadressil kritiikki hallitusta kohtaan
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käsi peseb kätt ‘one hand washes another’
ütlus selle kohta, et teenele vastatakse teenega
ilmaus siitä, että palvelukseen vastataan palveluksella
käsi kättä pesee KUV, käsi käden pesee KUV
Figure 3: Providing semantic information in both languages (Finnish translations underlined,
other symbols: ◦ usage example; ▪ subsense; FIN definition)

Modes of treating synonyms. If synonymy is presented for the concept (in the
Estonian part) and is designated by different terms (lemma and its synonyms, marked
with = in the database) and described by the same definition in the particular sense,
then the semantic information (incl. Finnish translations) remains the same for all
counterparts (Figure 4: EST hormoon ‘hormone’ = sise|nõre = inkreet). We have agreed
that the domain label (in Finnish, e.g. FYSIOL) functions as a semantic gloss for the
Finnish, so it would not be necessary to translate Estonian definitions.
hormoon ‘hormone’ ‹s›
aine, mis reguleerib inimese ainevahetust ning organismi talitlust
(= sise|nõre, inkreet)
hormoni FYSIOL, sisä+erite FYSIOL, umpi+erite FYSIOL
sise|nõre ‘hormone’ ‹s›
aine, mis reguleerib inimese ainevahetust ning organismi talitlust
(= sise|nõre, inkreet)
hormoni FYSIOL, sisä+erite FYSIOL, umpi+erite FYSIOL
inkreet ‘hormone’ ‹s›
aine, mis reguleerib inimese ainevahetust ning organismi talitlust
(= sise|nõre, inkreet)
hormoni FYSIOL, sisä+erite FYSIOL, umpi+erite FYSIOL
Figure 4: Treating synonyms in the dictionary (Finnish translations underlined)

Collocational information. Collocations and other lexical bundles are not
systematically and explicitly treated in the EST-FIN database. As mentioned above, the
work on the Estonian Collocations Dictionary is in progress.
Modes of provision usage examples. The examples are essential for all types of
learners as well as L2 users. It was attested 20 years ago, that the dominance of
bilingual dictionaries is greater for L1–>L2 translation (i.e. for producing L2) than for
L2–>L1 translation (Atkins & Varantola, 1997). The examples of the EST-FIN
database are meant to illustrate the senses of the monolingual dictionary, i.e. in the
EST-FIN database they function for L2–>L1 translation.
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Translation of dictionary examples has not always been seen as the best solution for a
bilingual dictionary (Adamska-Salaciak, 2006; Hmeljak Sangawa & Erjavec, 2012). A
corpus is needed to provide typical L2 examples in the (unidirectional) bilingual
dictionary. Adamska-Salaciak (2006) favours presenting L2 examples only, with the
exception of difficult cases (2006: 494):
Naturally, even in dictionaries whose examples are normally left untranslated, exception
must be made for sentences or parts thereof which might be too difficult for the average
user to interpret on their own.

And another statement from a lexicographer (emailed to one of the authors, January
2017) keeping in mind producing L2:
Personally, I use bilingual dictionaries pretty rarely. Google is often fine, especially for
phrasal expressions: I test what I intend to say against data on the web.

So, would it not be marvellous if our user could have real (authentic) material at hand?
Since we cannot give the user access to a large high-quality bilingual (parallel) corpus as
well as following Adamska-Salaciak (2006), we should instead provide our users with
good L2 examples.
Next, we will discuss the possibilities of obtaining good examples for both languages.

4. Good examples for Estonian
Presenting authentic sentences in dictionaries is a common practice in modern
lexicography. One of the possibilities for extracting authentic examples from corpora is
to use GDEX (Kilgarriff et al., 2008)—a software part of Sketch Engine (Kilgarriff et
al., 2004). GDEX evaluates syntactic and lexical features of sentences and sorts
concordances according to how perfectly they meet all the relevant criteria. As a result,
GDEX offers a list of sentences: the better candidates are at the top of the list and the
not-so-good ones at the bottom. The theoretical framework for GDEX development is
proposed in Kilgarriff et al. (2008) and Kosem et al. (2011, 2013).
GDEX was developed as a set of classifiers for specific features and it was first used in
the preparation of an electronic version of the Macmillan English Dictionary (Macmillan
2002, 2007). All features are quantifiable, e.g. sentence length, word length, presence or
absence of certain words or non-words, the number of pronouns in the sentence etc.
Each feature has its own individual value and GDEX counts them in a fixed way. It
ranks the sentence with a score from 0 to 1. The specification of measured features and
the way in which they are combined is defined in files called GDEX configurations
(Figure 5).
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Figure 5: Syntax of GDEX configuration files1

While some of the parameters apply to all languages (e.g. sentences start with a capital
letter and end with a punctuation mark), some are language-specific (e.g. sentence
length, keyword position etc.). Therefore, it is reasonable to modify parameters
according to the languages that the GDEX configuration will be applied upon.
First, GDEX configuration for Estonian was developed in the Institute of the Estonian
Language in 2014, in collaboration with Lexical Computing Ltd., for the automatic
extraction of the Estonian Collocations Dictionary (ECD) database. ECD is a
monolingual dictionary aimed at learners of Estonian as a foreign or second language at
the upper intermediate and advanced levels. The Estonian configuration is being
continuously developed. The latest version was set up in 2016 based on research carried
out under ISCH COST Action IS10305 European Network of e-Lexicography during a
short term scientific mission in the University of Ljubljana.
The Estonian corpus (560 mio words) contains of two parts: the Estonian Reference
Corpus (biased heavily towards newspaper texts), and the web corpus, crawled by
SpiderLing in 2013. Syntagmatic relations of content words are described as lexicogrammatical constructions defined by means of morphosyntactic categories (phrase type,
part of speech, inflectional categories). The Estonian Sketch Grammar has been worked
out by Kallas (2013). The corpus was tagged for sentences, clauses and morphology
(POS-tag and inflections) by Filosoft Ltd (ESTMORF).
In developing GDEX for Estonian, the needs of language learners have always been
considered. Sentences in learner dictionaries should ideally be short, not syntactically
and grammatically complex, include frequent words, help the learner to understand the
meaning of an unknown word, and/or show the collocation in its typical context.

1

https://www.sketchengine.co.uk/syntax-of-gdex-configuration-files/ (25.5.2017).
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Parameters for Estonian are as follows (Koppel 2017):















Starts with a capital letter and ends with a punctuation mark;
Sentence length is 4 to 20 tokens;
Optimal sentence length is 6 to 12 tokens;
Contains a verb;
Maximum word length is 20 characters;
Certain characters (e.g. <|\]\[>/\\}{^@•·*#=_~) are prohibited and certain
characters (e.g. ;:“„”«»"’×…§-) are penalized;
Certain words (e.g. pigem ‘rather’, teisisõnu ‘in other words’, seetõttu ‘for that reason’),
word pairs (e.g. seda enam ‘even more’, teiste sõnadega ‘in other words’, teisest küljest
‘on the other hand’) and sentence initial tags (e.g. conjunction, abbreviation,
interjection) are prohibited from appearing in the beginning of the sentence;
Words with a frequency of less than 5 are prohibited;
Lemmas with a frequency of less than 1000 are penalized;
Keyword repetition is prohibited;
Sentences including pronouns, words from graylist (e.g sensitive words, profanities),
abbreviations, proper names, certain non-finite constructions are penalized;
Sentences containing more than 2 verbs, more than 1 adverb, more than 1 pronoun, more
than 1 conjunction, more than 1 proper name, more than 1 numeral and more than 1
comma are penalized.

Figure 6 shows the GDEX output after the latest version for Estonian is implemented.

Figure 6: GDEX output for Estonian lemma raamat ‘book’
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5. Good examples for Finnish
In Finnish, the goal is to find good examples of translation equivalents of Estonian
headwords with the help of GDEX configuration (Heinonen, 2015). The configuration
for Finnish is based on the one developed by Kristina Koppel for Estonian (see above).
In general, the same configuration works well for both languages. We prefer short,
simple and context-free examples: conjunctions, sentence-initial connectives and
anaphoric elements are unfavourable. At first sight, one might think that there is not
much else to do except replace the original Estonian lexical items by Finnish words. For
instance, an Estonian connective expression teiste sõnadega ‘in other words’ would be
replaced by its Finnish equivalent toisin sanoin. However, a considerable part of the
Finnish data used in this project represents informal register. Finland’s strict copyright
legislation is partly to blame for this since it strongly favours the use of freely-accessible
web-pages for corpora. In any case, stylistic variation poses a problem which is not as
noticeable on the Estonian side. It is possible that Finnish speakers tend to write more
informally than Estonians, or that there is a bigger difference between the standard and
the vernacular in Finnish than in Estonian. Whichever is the case, it is more confusing
than helpful if the examples contain words and expressions that are not even recorded in
a standard Finnish dictionary. An ideal solution would be a grammatically augmented
dictionary that could deal with variation in words and inflectional affixes.
The Finnish corpus is tagged morphologically but not syntactically, and there is no way
to fix its colloquial syntactic patterns. However, what can be done, is to ban most
common colloquial word forms by including them in the list of “bad words”, which is
one of the parameters of GDEX and is originally used for excluding inappropriate
words.
In the Finnish GDEX configuration, this is achieved by listing such prevalent items as
spoken forms of general verbs, pronouns and some other grammatical words:




oon, oot, oo, tuu, paan, sais, vois, etc. (informal forms of frequent verbs)
mä, sä, toi, noi, mulle, sulla, tolle, etc. (informal forms of pronouns)
vaik, nii, niiku, ku, kans, etc. (informal forms of conjunctions and adpositions)

Since these items tend to co-occur with other informal words and structures, this is in
fact a rather efficient way of preventing unwanted example sentences to surface.
The task of obtaining good Finnish examples is complicated also by the fact that many
seemingly fine sentences are hampered by morphosyntactic misanalysis. For instance,
out of a test sample of 30 sentences intended to illustrate the use of the verb kaupata ‘to
trade’, only seven were in fact occurrences of this lemma. The remaining sentences
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(23/30) instead contained the noun kauppa in its various senses (‘a store’, ‘a deal’,
‘commerce’, etc.). The reason for this is that words kaupata and kauppa share the same
stem, and some frequent inflectional forms are ambiguous. The same situation is also
common in English: the form shops can be either a noun in the plural or a verb in the
third person singular. Since the noun kauppa is more common than the verb kaupata, its
occurrences dominate in the concordance. Furthermore, such ambiguities bring about
mismatches in a bilingual context if the intended translation equivalents do not show up
but are instead replaced with misanalyzed forms in corpus examples.
Figure 7 displays a list of top examples for the word kirja (‘a book’). The top score is
given to a sentence Kirjassa kaksi osaa, ei erillisiä lukuja. This sentence should not
score as highly since it does not have a finite verb. Its literal translation is: ‘two parts in
the book, no separate chapters’. Again, the problem lies in an ambiguous word form:
this time the word osaa, which has two readings, ‘part’ in the partitive singular, or ‘can,
be able’ in the third person singular.

Figure 7: GDEX output for Finnish lemma kirja ‘book’

However, Figure 7 shows that even with some faulty analyses, the parameters succeed in
ordering the sentences in the corpus in a reasonable way. Scrolling down the list, one
encounters lengthy, complex, or fragmentary sentences.
The GDEX for Finnish is still being developed. This is being performed in the GDEX
editor2, which is a standalone tool of Sketch Engine developed by Lexical Computing
Ltd. software developer Jan Michelfeit. The GDEX editor enables comparisons between
two settings of parameters in parallel, and this is used so that the Estonian-based
configuration has been taken as a starting point and it is modified step by step towards
a configuration that arranges Finnish data in an optimal way. In Figure 7, the results
from Estonian-based GDEX (with few lexical additions) are labelled as “Old rank” and
“Old score”. Once a parameter is modified, the changes to its ranking and scores can be
immediately calculated. As can be seen, the tops of the lists are, in any case, very
2

https://beta.sketchengine.co.uk/gdex_editor
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similar. After the screenshot in Figure 7 was taken, the word toinen (‘other’, ‘another’,
‘second’) was tentatively added to the list of prohibited words in a sentenceinitial position, with the effect of dropping the rank of the sentence number 4 Toinen
vastasi, that... ('The other replied that...') to number 25.

6. Conclusion
In the semi-automated compilation process of the Estonian-Finnish (EST-FIN)
dictionary we have roughly followed the same steps as mentioned by Gantar et al. (2016:
201).
We reused the previous lexical databases. The database was generated combining two
existing databases: the source language part was formed from the database of the
monolingual general Dictionary of Estonian (DicEst, to appear in 2018/2019), and the
target language part from the database of the Finnish–Estonian dictionary (FIN-EST,
2003). It is worth mentioning that the FIN-EST dictionary did not start from scratch:
the base for the source language (Finnish) came from another bilingual dictionary,
Finnish–Swedish dictionary (1997, Helsinki). The Estonian lexicographers worked with
the XML-like ‘electronic’ manuscript, filling in the slots for translation equivalents as
well as translating the usage examples for the FIN-EST dictionary.
We refined the initial 80,000-lemma list by acquiring frequency information from a
corpus (5 frequency groups for approx. 50,000 top frequent lemmas).
The best unused candidates from the FIN-EST database (ca 40,000 words in Estonian),
which so far constitute the complementary EST-FIN dictionary volume with skeleton
articles filled in, will be used to grow the main dictionary in the future.
We will extract L2 example sentences—daydreaming of getting hold of good examples
for both languages, Estonian and Finnish. The first GDEX configuration for Estonian
was developed in the Institute of the Estonian Language in 2014 in collaboration with
Lexical Computing Ltd. Since then it has been under continuous development. The
latest version was set up in 2016. The GDEX configuration for Finnish is based on the
Estonian one; it still needs developing.
Subsequently, likely after the finalization of both projects (EST-FIN and ESTDic) we
will link the collocations database to these dictionaries to fulfil the productive needs of
advanced learners of Estonian as well as the needs of L2 users. The overall development
plan at the Institute of the Estonian Language concerning dictionaries and
(terminological) databases is to change over to the standardized (Unified) Data Model
for better presentation and linking of the lexicographic information congregated at our
Institute.
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Finally, we have thought of using a free/open-source Machine Translation platform
Giellatekno Apertium to provide translations for usage examples (Kaalep et al. 2017).
Figure 7 displays the translation of the first sentence in the Estonian GDEX output
(Figure 6). Those understanding Finnish might get the feeling that the translation
system does not work well at all (Figure 7). However, we still have a well-grounded
hope, as the rule-based translation system will be complemented by the real 90,000lemma Finnish–Estonian dictionary (2003, 2 vols) instead of the small 15,000-lemma
dictionary compiled automatically via other pairs of languages.

Figure 7: Machine translation platform Giellatekno Apertium: from Estonian to Finnish
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